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Review Article

Feminist Analyses of Public Policy
MarthaA. Ackelsberg
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Louise A. Tilly and PatriciaGurin, eds., Women,Politics and Change, New York, Russell
Sage, 1990.

The past ten years have witnessed a virtualexplosion of writings on women and politics in
general, and women and public policy in particular.Many studies have examinedthe gender
dimensions of public policy outcomes, exploring how policies have affected men and
women differently. Others have focused on the policymakingprocess, examining who gets
involved, over what issues, with what methods and what degree of success. And more
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recently others have looked at the process of policy implementation,asking whether and
how female bureaucratsattemptto wield the power available to them. For example, do they
do so in the same ways as males? Do they express different values? What are their rates of
success? These questions, of course, bring this scholarship squarely into the center of a
number of current feminist theoretical debates, including such questions as: Is there a
"women's way" of engaging in politics? Is there a "women's interest"?Finally, taking off
from a broadrange of writings not only aboutpublic policy, but also about activism and the
state, increasing numbers of feminists writing about public policy are advocating
examinationof the tensions and/or interactionsbetween efforts by the state to exert social
control and efforts by subordinatedgroups to resist them.
Such perspectives,which encourageus to look not only at the question of whetherpublic
policies meet needs and/orprovideservices, butalso at the empowerment(or disempowerment)
effects of policy initiatives,have been broughtto the fore in recentdiscussionsof the origins
anddevelopmentof the welfarestateboth in the UnitedStatesand in Europe.Feministtheorists
have examinedthe welfare state, not just as it has affected women, but also as women were
involved in creatingit. The explorationof women in the welfare state again raises questions
about modes of influencingor creatingpolicy. Who gains and who loses from defining problems and solutions in particularways'?How do the relatively powerless manipulatethe resources availableto them? How are existing inequalitieschallengedor reinforced?
This essay provides an overview of some of this recent literatureand an attemptto outline
the researchquestions it poses. The essay is divided into four relatedparts, each attempting
to explore one of the following sets of concerns. First, what routes have women taken to
gain access to political power, and how do these routes affect policy outcomes? Gelb and
Palley's Womenand Public Policies, for example, has as its focus the attemptto understand
'"whatbehaviorpatterns. . are most likely to facilitate success for emergent groups trying
to positively effect changes in the status quo" (p. 7). Similarly, Boneparth and Stoper
characterize the authors of their volume, Women, Power and Policy, as concerned to
understand"why some efforts at influencing policy are more effective than others" (p. 2).
Similar questions animate Gelb's Feminism and Politics, Stetson's Women'sRights in the
USA, and a numberof essays in Sassoon's Womenand the State.
Second, how have gender expectations affected the identificationof policy problems and
public policies to address them? These questions provide an importantfocus of Linda
Gordon'sHeroes of TheirOwn Lives, as well as of her edited volume, Women,the State and
Welfare, and are centralto the issues explored in Women,Politics and Change, Womenand
the State, and Women,Households and the Economy. Further,they raise considerationsof
the place of sameness and difference (as between men and women and among women) both
in developing and in evaluatingpublic policy.
The third section offers a more in-depth look at a range of materialson women and the
welfare state, focused primarily,though not exclusively, on the U.S. Of course, the very
definition of a "welfare state" varies considerably, especially as between the U.S. and
Europe-an issue that has not escaped the attentionof many of these authors. Yet in the
context of these differences the authors also point to and examine the special relation of
women to the welfare state in creatingit, as its clients, and as its employees; the question of
a shift from "private"to "public" dependence; and the issue of whether the state is best
understoodas a site of control or as a locus of mobilization.
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Finally, I explore some of the broaderimplicationsof these works for understandingsof
the natureof women's citizenship. What role does women's activism at the communitylevel
have in affecting public policy or in contributingto our understandingsof citizenship?What
are the consequences of looking at women as both clients and employees of the state?
Finally, we return to the question of "women's politics." Are there unique aspects to
women's activism? What is the place of the family as an institutionin structuringwomen's
relationship to political life? What are the implications of this relationship for
reconceptualizingthe obligations and benefits of citizenship?
Politics as Influence
As I suggested above, one centralfocus of feminist policy analysts is on routes to political
power and the success of feminists in influencing policymaking and implementation.With
respect to the U.S., in particular,both Gelb and Palley and Boneparthand Stoper, in their
introductoryessay, seem to take as their startingpoint the transformationof the women's
movement in the U.S. from a decentralized, antihierarchicalsocial movement to a more
leadership-basedset of professionalized lobbying organizations. And, in Feminism and
Politics, Gelb compares the U.S., British, and Swedish contexts and develops in greater
depth a discussion of the consequences of the natureand structureof these movements.
One fascinatingpoint that becomes clear from these analyses, but which is not especially
noted in any of them, is the distinctionbetween the politics of getting issues onto the agenda
and the politics of influence, policymaking, and implementation.As Boneparthand Stoper
argue in their introduction, in the late 1960s the U.S. women's movement changed the
agenda of U.S. politics by politicizing what had previously been viewed as personal
issues--for example, sex-stereotyping, pregnancy, contraception, child-care, displaced
homemakers, sexual harassment, rape, pornography, and domestic violence" (p. 1).
Further, the movement made these matters not only for public discussion, but also for
governmentalattention.
By the 1970s the movement was confrontedwith a new challenge: how to convert public
attention to these concerns into public policy, that is, laws, judicial decisions, and
administrativechanges. How was this done? It was accomplishedby the creationof a variety
of interest groups, which were able both to lobby for change and to monitor the
implementationof new policies. The creationand functioningof these groups is the explicit
focus of Gelb and Palley, much of Gelb's comparativestudy, and of many of the essays in
Boneparthand Stoper.
The criticalpoint, here, is that it took a broad-basedmovement (and the changed national
political climate resultingfrom the civil rights and the antiwarmovements, in particular)to
get issues articulatedand heard. But what did it take to get the issues addressed through
public policy, and, further,to make sure that the policies were successfully implemented?
On this point, Gelb and Palley are perhaps the most explicit. The U.S. is, they argue,
essentially an interest-group-based,pluralistdemocracy.And, in the U.S., those groupsthat
are able to play by pluralist rules will be most successful. This factor explains both the
successes and the limits of the strategiesfollowed by the majorwomen's organizations(for
example, NOW, NARAL, WEAL, NWPC). In particular,Gelb and Palley offer four rules
479
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of success for groups wishing to exercise influence in the U.S. political system. The group
must be perceived as legitimate. To be perceived as legitimate, it should focus on
incrementalissues (in particular,on what they refer to as "role equity" issues ratherthan on
"role change"). It must stress its role as the provision of informationto policymakersand
the mobilizationof allies, define success in terms of "increments,"and avoid confrontation.
It must engage in struggle over the definition of the situation through manipulationof
symbols (pp. 7-8). The strategiesthat work, in other words, are essentially reformistand
incrementalist.This point of view-which Stetson seems to sharein her historicallyoriented
overview, Women'sRights in the USA--is also implicit in the works of many of the authors
in the Boneparthand Stoper volume.
Their claim here-in opposition to critics who arguethat the pluralistframeworkof U.S.
politics makes significantchange difficult, if not impossible-is that it is possible to achieve
meaningfulchange "in the guise of incrementalismif the importanceof a seemingly narrow
issue is not recognized by key political actors."' In other words, the key to success in the
American political context is to think small. Whereas Schattschneider,Lipsky, and Piven
and Cloward, for example, have argued that disruptive protest that socializes the
conflict--thereby bringing in as many new actors as possible--is the only real hope for
"out" groups to influence policy,2 Gelb and Palley and Stetson argue that, in the case of
women's issues, the opposite is the case. Creating conflict, they claim, is harmful to the
goals of change and generates a backlash of pressurein favor of the status quo. The most
effective strategy is to define issues as narrowlyas possible, in terms of role equity rather
than role change (note the success of women's activism in the areas of equal credit,
educational equity, pregnancy discrimination,and some aspects of economic equity), the
implicationbeing, in effect, that such changes can "slip by" without policymakersrealizing
how significantthey really are. In short, "the group that succeeds in defining and delimiting
the parametersof debate may have a headstartin victory."3
There are, of course, other factors important to the success of the "incrementalist"
strategy. Among these are pressure from more radical women's organizationsoutside the
policy process, the existence of a "women's policy network," and women's roles in
Congress. Women's organizations outside the formal policy arena--especially groups
labeled "radical"--can allow those inside to appearmoderate and thus play an important
role in legitimizing their activities.4 Women's pressuregroups and organizationsalso find
importantsupportfrom a women's "policy network[that] ... includes representativesfrom
the legislative and administrativesectors of governmentand the media, as well as legal and
professional women in the nation's capital."5 Women who are not themselves formal
policymakersbut are ratherimplementerscan have crucial roles in this process. As Vivien
Hart and Catherine East argue, bureaucratsmay have considerable leeway to influence
policy at the implementationstage.6 Finally, the inroadswomen have made in Congress and
other formal political institutionsare also crucial. Gelb and Palley and Stetson point to the
role of the CongressionalCaucus for Women's Issues in raising and legitimizing feminist
role equity issues, the success of women representativesin gaining placement on key
congressionalcommittees, the role of congressional aides and administrators,especially in
monitoring the implementation of policies and alerting women's organizations when
problems develop, and the willingness to compromise that women have learned from
participatingin Congress and other mainstreampolitical institutions.
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Altogether, then, Gelb, Palley, and Stetson argue that women's willingness (and
increasing ability) to play by the rules of the game has resulted in success. Nevertheless,
there is another side to these successes: the danger of "domestication." As Anne Costain
reported of her interviews with female public policy activists, "most of the group
representativesinterviewed... were somewhatuncomfortabletalkingaboutfeminist issues.
They preferredthe term women's issues. . . . Priority issues were those that did not cost
much and drew bipartisansupport."'7
In fact, even Gelb and Palley seem to admit that pluralistincrementalismworks only so
far. On those issues that are difficult (or impossible) to construeas issues of role equity-for
example, abortion,comparableworth, and unisex insurance-there has been little success.
They readilyacknowledgethatthese remainingissues, especially the economic ones, have at
their crux a challenge to the continuing identificationof women with home and domestic
responsibilities, and that the challenge seems to make the incrementalist approach
inappropriateand/or irrelevant.Their tips on "thinking small" do not seem to give many
clues (or, in fact, to offer much hope) for policy change in those areas. The claim that
women can win as long as they keep their sights low does not provide much help for policy
initiatives which necessarily have "higher" aims. As Kathleen Staudt and Jane Jaquette
suggest in the Boneparthand Stoper volume:
By stayingwithinthe boundsof conventional
two-partypolitics,the women'smovementdid
succeedin winninga numberof realvictories.Butthis approach
madeit utterlyimpossibleto
articulate
valuesystem[thatis, a "women-centered"
andpromoteanalternative
rather
approach,
thanarguments
on thebasisof "specialtreatment
for women"];it maybe thatwomen'sstatus
cannotreallychangewithoutsucha transformation
of values.8
In short, truly redistributivegoals may be as difficult to achieve in this context as they are in
the U.S. system more generally.
Another way in which many of these studies explore the strengths and weaknesses of
incrementalism is through comparing U.S. public welfare policies with the policy
achievements of "welfare states" in the U.K., Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. Such a
comparison, Gelb suggests, can point out how what she terms "political opportunity
structures"affect the kinds of policies implemented,and with what consequences.
For example, as I have noted already, and as is emphasized in Gelb and Palley, Gelb,
Boneparth and Stoper, and Stetson, the 1960s and 1970s saw the development of a
decentralized, locally based, and antihierarchical"women's liberationmovement" in both
the U.S. and the U.K. In the U.S. over the last two decades, many women's organizations
became professionalized interest groups, focused on lobbying. They are pragmatic and
oriented toward building coalitions with other organizations(both within and outside the
larger "women's movement") to influence central policymakers. In short, U.S. feminists
have been quite successful in creating autonomouswomen's groups that aim at exercising
influence over formal political institutions.
In the U.K., on the other hand, the liberal feminist wing of the earlier "women's
liberation movement" attemptedto become involved in policy debates, not through the
creation of independent women's lobbying organizations, but through participation in
mainstream party and union structures. These strategies, however, were largely
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unsuccessful. As a result, most of the women's movement remains decentralist and
"purist," refusing to engage with policymaking institutions. Nor have British movement
organizations(or movement women) been very successful in monitoringthe policymaking
(or implementation)process. In each of these realms, women have been much more
successful in the U.S.
But what of Sweden? Sweden, with its extensive parental leave policies, family
allowances, and national attentionto child care, is often viewed (particularlyby feminists
and progressivesin the U.S.) as a feminist or social welfare "heaven." But there is a serious
problemhere. Specifically, Sweden's policies have not been developed to addresswomen's
needs as women have defined them, but ratherthey have been implemented"from above"
as programsto facilitate women's mobilization into the paid labor force. Gelb asserts that
"the framing of discussion about women in the guise of 'equality' or 'family policy' often
results in failure to discuss women's issues in sexual power terms . . . women are often
powerless 'policytakers' instead of policymakers."9Or, as Helga Hernes puts it even more
strongly in the Sassoon volume: "In the political process, women are recipients, men are
participants. . . . Women['s] . . . client and employee status is defined by a corporate
political system in which they do not participateon a level of citizenshipequal to that of men
as a group."'0 Sweden has achieved what in the U.S. are perceived as feminist goals, but
without a feminist movement and without empoweringwomen. How is this so? In part, no
doubt, because there the terms of the debate have been structuredaroundclass, ratherthan
gender. Policies may have benefittedwomen, but they have benefittedthem, as it were, as
workersratherthan "as women."
Does this difference matter? Or, to put it another way, what constitutes "success"?
Women in the U.S. may have made fewer gains in general welfare, but they seem much
better off in terms of political influence. Gelb suggests that in the end access to political
influence matters:"legislation is not enough, as it is necessary to have continued access to
the implementationprocess in orderto consolidate policy gains and achieve furtherpolitical
success."") This position seems to be sharednot only by those clearly in the "incrementalist
school" (Gelb, Palley, and Stetson, among those under review here), but also by a number
of other authorswho otherwise take a more critical policy stance. I returnto this issue in
greaterdepth below.

Gender Expectations and the Identification of Policy Problems
The questionsof what constitutes "success" brings us to the largerexplorationof the impact
of gender expectationson the identificationof problemsand on policies to addressthem. In
some ways, this is the newest area of feminist public policy studies, though it is one that
seems to have enormouspotentialpayoffs.
Most basically, such a focus entails awareness of a point central to Linda Gordon's
Heroes of Their Own Lives: that what we "see" as a social problemand what we take that
problem to be is, itself, a social construct that changes over time. Further,the definition
itself may be gendered.Thus, for example, "the modernhistoryof family violence is not the
story of changing responses to a constant problem, but, in large part, of redefinitionof the
problem itself." Such definitions (and redefinitions) of policy, particularlyin the area of
482
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social welfare affecting women and children, are dependenton the largersocial context and,
in particular,on the strengthand articulatenessof the feminist movement. "Born as a social
problem in an era of a powerful women's rights movement, the 1870s, campaigns against
child abuse and wife-beatinghave tended to lose momentumand support,even to disappear
altogether,when feminist influence is in decline." For example, Gordontells us, the 1940s
and 1950s (a relative "low point" for feminist consciousness and feminist organizing) saw
the development of a new category of child neglect, "emotional neglect." "Child-neglect
cases [were] seen as products not of poverty but of neurotic rejection or negligence. ...
Emotionalneglect is a gendered form of child abuse-only motherscould be guilty of it."
During this era, the prime focus of "child protectors"was not on actual sexual or physical
molestation of children (which was as common during these years as it was before and
after), but rather on this new category of "emotional neglect." Conversely, it is not
surprisingthat wife-battering, incest, and child abuse are receiving much more attention
now, in the context of the currentwave of the feminist movement which has empowered
women to speak, be heard, and resist.12
Looking at the ways gender expectations define problems affects not only the study of
policies specifically directed at women, but also the ways we look for, or are blind to, the
gender dimensions of a wide range of public policies. For example, essays in Women,
Households and the Economy explore the impact of deindustrializationand the economic
restructuringof the U.S. economy on gender relations. Sara Kuhn and Barry Bluestone,
Heidi Hartman, and Maxine Baca Zinn each in different ways asks what the loss of
manufacturingjobs and the shift to a service economy mean for gender relations. Kuhn and
Bluestone and Zinn suggest that these shifts have gender (and race) specific consequences
and contribute importantly to the impoverishment of single women (especially single
minoritywomen) with children. Hartman,on the otherhand, sees them as contributingto an
equalization of job opportunities-or, more frequently, lack of opportunities-between
women and men and consequently as potentially empoweringwomen with respect to men.
To take another example, Margot Kempers and Paula Rayman in the same volume
examine the effects of policies to combat unemployment which assume that "the
unemployed worker" is male. These have resulted in an OEO (and subsequent
unemploymentprograms)thatprovidedtrainingfor jobs that were largely open only to men.
Further, these programseffectively ignored the costs of unemploymentfor women, who
generally become more active as men become less active, when their families try to cope
with unemployment.The costs of unemploymentfor women are often greaterthan those for
men, since the replacementjobs women can get tend to offer lower wages than men's and
leave women less able to supporttheir families than they (or their husbands)were before.'3
Alternatively,what have been the gender (and race) consequencesof FHA and VA loans?
These policies, enacted and implemented in the post-World War II era, provided the
mortgage guaranteesthat-along with federal subsidies for highway construction-fueled
suburbanization.But the benefits of suburbanizationwere, until very recently, effectively
limited to white, male-headed families. Furthermore,these policies contributed to the
isolation of (white) women in the suburbs14and, more significantly, to the economic and
social gap between families headed by white men and those headed by minority men or
women or white women, none of whom could get government-backedmortgagesbecause of
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prevailingexpectationswith respect to race (they were perceived as not "good credit risks")
or gender (they were viewed as unreliableor inconsistentworkers).'5
These are just a few examples of the ways taking gender seriously can affect a whole
range of policy questions that we might not necessarily perceive as gender-related.They
raise, too, anotherset of questions that have been-and remain-the focus of much debate
within the feminist movement and the feminist theoreticalcommunity:those that fall under
the rubricof "sameness versus difference."
Put most simply, women's reproductivecapacity-and the expectation that women will
raise children and care for them, their husbands, their home, and elderly dependents,
regardlessof what else they do in the way of paid or volunteer labor-has been used to
constructwomen as a "special" category of workers in the paid labor force. Most directly,
women can become pregnant;men can not. Women can and do give birth;men do not and
can not. Women's reproductivecapacities may be affected by toxins in the workplace in
different (or at least more obvious ways) than men's.
The question for public policy, of course, is how we respond to such differences on a
policy level. Historically, one response has been "protective" legislation, which defines
women as in need of special treatmentor protection. However, as numerous critics of
protective legislation have noted, such special treatmentcan also serve as a barrier to
women's advancementin largely male-dominatedoccupations.'6 Accordingly, as Stetson
suggests, in the post-World War II period the emphasis of most policy affecting women
workers "was transformedfrom protection to equality."17 Her book explores both the
history of the "protection"approach(beginning with Muller vs. Oregon) and more recent
strategiesfor "equality," including affirmativeaction, the Equal Pay Act, and comparable
worth legislation. Pregnancyand maternityissues are treatedin a separatechapteron "work
and family."
Other feminist critics argue for a more "woman-centered approach" which treats
women's biology as normalratherthan as an exception to a male-defined norm. Thus, for
example, Louise A. Williams questions whetherworkplacesafety standardsshould be set to
protect those defined as a "hypersusceptible"work force (that is, women) or whether all
workers ought to come under the "protective"aegis of law. "Reproductivehealth," she
argues, "is not just a woman's issue."'8 SimilarlyPatriciaHuckle asks: "what are some of
the consequences assumed to follow from women's capacity to reproduce, as reflected in
public law and policy?" The Pregnancy DiscriminationAct of 1978, which representeda
victory for the women's lobby, neverthelessleft majorissues of equality versus difference,
and the largerissues rooted in women's roles as homemakerand child-rearer,fundamentally
unresolved.19These questions, and efforts at reformulation,are generating new ways of
thinking about issues that are very much at the center of contemporaryfeminist debates
about "difference."20

Gender and the Welfare State
One arenain which extensive work has been done on gender and public policy is surely the
welfare state. However, as Linda Gordon points out in her superb introductoryessay to
Women,the State, and Welfare,even that work is of relatively recent vintage. Studies have
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exploredthe role of women in the creationof welfare states, genderdifferencesin the impact
and functions of welfare states, and women's special relationshipto them.
Gender and the Origins of the Welfare State Much theoreticaland historical work on
the state-particularly thatundertakenin the traditionsinfluencedby Marxismand the works
of Michel Foucault--focused on the developmentof the welfare state as a response to the
mobilizationof new groups. In this view, unions and workers'partiesmobilized the working
class, and welfare state provisions were introducedin an effort to incorporatethem into the
political process and reduce pressureon capitalismand the liberal democraticstate.21Thus,
these critics argue, welfare states are best understood as mechanisms for social control.
Others suggest that welfare states took over burdens that had traditionally been the
responsibilityof individualfamilies but that, with the adventof capitalismand urbanization,
could no longer be effectively performedby them-for example, social services, medical
care, and old-age insurance. Since, according to this view, women did not constitute a
substantialproportionof the membershipof most labor unions (pressurefrom which forced
the adoption of such policies) and were not incorporatedin large numbersinto the newly
emerging worker-orientedpolitical parties, it is not surprisingthat women were effectively
excluded from the planning of welfare state policies. Thus, women were clearly affected,
but mostly as objects of policies ratherthan as participantsin the shaping or implementation
of them.22
But recent historiographyquestions both of these views, and much of the questioning is
reflected in the volumes under considerationhere.
Although lacking the vote and formal political power in both the U.S. and western
Europe, women were neverthelesscritical actors in changing perceptionsof the issues and
the terms of debate, as well as creating model programsat the local level which were later
adopted by state and federal governments. The impetus and political support for such
programs as mothers' pensions came from women's organizations, and many of the
programsand policies were taken over almost in full by later state and federal programs.23
Consequently,one majorand growing focus of recent feminist public policy work has been
the exploration of the role of women and women's organizations in contributingto the
constructionof the welfare state. On this topic, the Gordonvolume is a particularlywelcome
addition. Gordon's introductoryessay offers a broad survey of the field, and essays by
Virginia Sapiro, Paula Baker, Gwendolyn Mink, BarbaraJ. Nelson, and Gordon herself
examine in depth the roles of women's organizations in the establishment of particular
policies, as well as the gender- and race-basedlimits of many of those policies. In addition,
there are valuable essays by Suzanne Lebsock, Nancy Cott, BarbaraNelson, and Elizabeth
Faue in the book edited by Tilly and Gurin.
Nevertheless, there were importantlimits to the achievementsof these women's groups.
First, they argued for programs on the basis of women's special or unique
characteristics--for example, nurturing, caring, attentiveness to home and children,
pacifism-which effectively locked women into these roles and assumed that most women
would be dependenton men for theirprimarysources of support.The programsthey created
(for example, AFDC) were not then and still are not designed to enable women to survive on
their own.24
485
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Second, BarbaraNelson and GwendolynMink argue that these programshad a distinctly
racial component. Social welfare programsin the U.S., in particular,were two-tiered. First
tier programs (including Social Security, unemployment insurance, and more recently
Medicare)were not means-tested,offered relatively high benefits, and were linked to one's
relationshipto the labormarket(although, significantly, the Social Security Act specifically
excluded agriculturaland domestic laborersfrom both unemploymentand old-age coverage,
while 60-90 percentof all black workerswere employed in these two sectors!). Second tier
programs (primarily AFDC, general relief, and more recently Medicaid) were directed
towardthose viewed as "dependent."These programswere means-testedand offered much
lower benefit levels.
What accountsfor the creationof this structure'?
Once again, we see the effects of genderand race-based role expectations. The pervasive assumption that women ought to be
supportedby men and that their primaryrole was caretakerof the home justified welfare
programswhich effectively guaranteedwomen's dependence. The only explanationfor the
exclusion of the overwhelmingmajorityof black workersfrom coverage was racism. Mink
argues that, as opposed to the Europeanwelfare state which was designed to mitigate the
effects of marketinequality, the U.S. welfare state was designed to mitigate the effects of
racial diversity and that, further,this effort requiredthe targetingof women in an attemptto
create "citizen-mothers"who would maintain "racial order" and "vigor in the citizenry"
rather than "workers." In short, a combination of gender and race structuredthe U.S.
welfare state.25
Furthermore,these critics bring to the forefrontthat middle class women reformers,who
were excluded from formal participationin the political arenabut managed neverthelessto
exert significant influence, took part in the creation of this system-not just of the
constituentparts, but of the two-tieredsystem as a whole. That is, while they attemptedto
address the needs of their "less fortunatesisters." they failed to challenge--indeed, they
helped to reproduce-an overall social structurethat was sharplydivided by race and class.
The full pictureof the gender dimensions of the creationof the welfare state is, then, much
more complex than earlier work might have led us to believe. And, as is clear both in
Heroes of TheirOwnLives and in Gordon'sedited volume, it is surely not a picturein which
(middle class white) women (reformers)emerge as unblemishedheroines.
Gender and the Functions of the Welfare State Virtually all (feminist) public policy
analysts recognize that, in their social roles as caretakersand nurturers,women have a
particularrelationshipto the welfare state. In the U.S., these roles make women especially
visible as clients and employees of the state; in Sweden, as employees. What do these roles
mean? And what differences do we find between the U.S. and the Swedish contexts?
The essays in Sassoon's edited volume, Womenand the State, explore gender in the
Europeanwelfare state with creativityand depth. Many critics, for example, have noted that
welfare state programsdepend for their success on what LauraBalbo (in this volume) has
termed women's "servicing role." The welfare state, while it offers a variety of services,
does not provide them as partsof a seamless whole; it takes concentratedwork and effort to
determinewhat services are availableand which of them one's family is eligible for and time
to fill out the forms or stand on the lines necessary to receive them.26The programs, like
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women's lives, are, Balbo argues, a "crazyquilt" whose pieces (whetherthey be subsidized
wages, support services, housing allowances, food stamps, or cash supplements) women
have to piece together. It is, in short, virtually a full-time job to manage welfare-state
benefits, and women's (unseen and unpaid)work enables these benefits to go much farther
than they otherwise would. Further,"not only does women's work fill the gaps in available
resourceswithin an unequaland fragmentedsociety, the ideology that women are by nature
destined to provide servicing is daily reinforced by their concrete experience" (p. 67).
Interestingly,Michael Walzer has referredto women "as the reserve army of the welfare
system." He adds that "it would be better, surely, to have a gender-freereserve," but the
absence of a gender analysis in his own work makes it difficult for him to acknowledge the
links between women's existing roles (and subordination)and the functioningof the system
as a whole.27
The question of women's servicing role in sustaining or supplementing welfare state
benefits representsone aspect of a debate aboutdependencyand the welfare state. The broad
terms of this debate should be all too familiarto studentsof U.S. politics, where right-wing
critics of the welfare system have long argued that it simply causes and reinforces
"dependency" among recipients. Feminist critics, however, focus on the question of
whether the welfare system reinforces women's dependence, in particular.Helga Hernes,
for example, suggests that the Scandinavianwelfare state, specifically, replaces women's
privatedependenceon fathersand husbandsin families with public dependenceon the new
welfare state (in Sassoon, esp. pp. 76-86). In her view, whether we see women related to
the welfare state primarilyas clients or as employees (and both relationshipsare present,
both in the U.S. and in Sweden), women are effectively denied independence. As
employees, they are less unionized, more dependenton their employer (the state), and less
protectedby unions than are men. As clients or citizens, they have little or no representation
in corporativelystructureddecision-makingbodies and once again find themselves largely in
a dependentposition (p. 81). Overall then:
Womenhavebecomeclientsandemployeesof a highlydevelopedwelfarestatewith a large
publicservicesector.Theirclientandemployeestatusis definedby a corporate
politicalsystem
in whichtheydo notparticipate
on a level of citizenshipequalto thatof menas a group...
Women'slives aremoredependent
anddetermined
by statepoliciesthanaremen's.28
Hernes' argumentstates a position increasinglypresentedby one majorschool of feminist
critics, who focus on the welfare state as a system of social control. These critics contend
that the state-and, in particular,the modem welfare state-is not and can not be a locus of
empowerment for women. If women are to experience themselves as independent,
autonomous political actors and to act on that perception, they must attempt at least to
operate apartfrom prevailing structuresof power.29
Anette Borchorstand Birte Siim (also in Sassoon) offer another,somewhatmore sanguine
view of the Scandinavianwelfare state. Focusing on the existence of a large state sector in
Denmark which employs considerable numbers of women and offers a wide variety of
services to citizens of both sexes, they seem to turnthe argumentaround. In their view, "a
strongpublic service sector seems to be one preconditionfor [women's] avoiding becoming
solely dependent on the state as clients."30 Yet, along with Hernes, Borchorst and Siim
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acknowledge that women's economic position is far superiorin the Scandinaviancountries
to what it is in the U.S. and that women's political power position is worse. The question
remains, then, which matters more? On what is dependence or independence based?
Borchorstand Siim argue that it is not enough for women to have the economic means to
supportthemselves and their children, a goal they have achieved Scandinaviancountriesbut
not in the U.S. or U.K.
It is necessarythat womenparticipatein the determination
of what theirsocial needs and
politicalinterestsactuallyare.Womenmustdevelopmoreconcretestrategiestowardsthestate,
whichincludepoliciesto strengthen
women'spositionandgive womenmorepoweras mothers,
of a moredemocratic
welfarestate.(p. 154)
workersandcitizenswithinthe framework
In short, once again, what mattersis political empowerment,meaningfulparticipationin the
creation and implementationof public policy.
Finally, anothergroup of critics sees women's relationshipto the welfare state in yet a
different light, as a site of contestationwhich provides the context for mobilization. Piven
and Cloward's Regulating the Poor, Poor People's Movements, and The New Class War
provide importantbases for such arguments,although, as LindaGordonhas recently noted,
these works are surprisinglydevoid of gender analysis and ignore or understatewhat she
sees as an autonomous agenda of the state in regulating family structure, sexuality, and
domestic labor.3' Increasingly, feminist historians and social scientists are exploring the
ways the welfare state functions, not just as a site of control, but as a locus of resistance.
Helga Hernes has suggested that, whereas for men welfare state programs seem to have
arisen in response to political mobilization, for women mobilization may be a response to
the politicization of new policy arenas such as child care and family leave by the welfare
state itself.32 Gordon's Heroes of Their Own Lives makes clear that the process of
politicization, mobilization, control, and resistance is a fluid one, dependentlargely on the
broaderpolitical context (and in particularon the strengthof the feminist movement). But in
any case, no programcan be seen simply as a site of control; under given circumstances,
working-class women have managed to turn even seemingly repressive programs and
policies into sources of supportand even empowerment.Similarly, essays by Gordon, Paula
Baker, and Jane Jensen in the Gordon volume and by Tilly and Gurin, Suzanne Lebsock,
Nancy Cott, Kristi Andersen, and ElizabethFaue in the Tilly and Gurinvolume all point to
the ways women have struggled, both historically and in the contemporaryperiod, to use
whatever (limited) resources they have available to increase their power and autonomy,
vis-a-vis men in theirfamilies, social welfare institutions,and the state.33The questionsthey
raise for us and for future work are critical ones. How do sites of control become sites of
contestation?How can resistancebe supportedand/orencouraged?

Public Policy and Women's Citizenship
Finally, these questions about empowermentand dependencyin relationto the welfare state
lead to broaderconcerns about women's citizenship. One importantarena of research has
been on differences of class and race among women. Several years ago, BarbaraNelson
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explored the relationshipof poor women to the state, suggesting that, at least in the context
of the U.S., the role of "client" may be incompatiblewith that of citizen.34 Similarly, a
numberof the articlesin Beneria and Stimpson's Womenand StructuralTransformationand
in LindaGordon's Women,the State and Welfaretrace the differingimplicationsby race and
genderof the shift from manufacturingto a service economy and the connectionof this shift
to the impoverishmentof women, especially minoritywomen household heads.35
As I have also suggested, they lead us furtherto explore public policy as both a product
of women's activism and as a potentialmobilizerof women. Increasingnumbersof feminist
scholars have suggested, for example, that, as Tilly and Gurin put it in their introductory
essay, "collective action ... grew out of the quotidian"(p. 8). Such a perspectiveforces us
to confront not only the ways women's activism has changed with time, but also the ways
women have helped to define the boundariesand practices of politics and public policy in
the U.S. Many of the articles in Ann Bookman and Sandra Morgen's Women and the
Politics of Empowerment,for example, while not focusing explicitly on public policy per se,
nevertheless insist that women's activism in the supposedly "nonpolitical" contexts of
workplace and community must be taken into account if we are to have a full picture of
politics in the U.S.36
In their introductoryessay, Tilly and Gurin frame this phenomenon as one of "fluid
boundariesbetween protopoliticsand politics," a patternset in the late nineteenthand early
twentieth centuries in the U.S., before women had the right to vote. Voluntarism and
domesticity were two primaryfeaturesof women's lives duringthis period, but they did not
exclude women from political life. Thus, for example, Paula Baker argues that, while
women may have been formally limited by the cult of domesticity, far from being simply
"domestic," they used the home as a basis for political action.37 The fact that political
partiesbegan at a time when women were excluded from electoralpolitics at both the federal
and (most) state levels meant that parties were viewed essentially as male fraternal
organizations (Baker, p. 60). The creation of mass political parties represented the
beginningsof an importantseparationbetween men's and women's politics. The lattertook
a more interestgroupform and often focused on lobbying and otherpressuregrouptactics to
bring the state in to support and/or protect women.38 Suzanne Lebsock, drawing on this
work, develops a perspectivefirst articulatedby Bakerthatwomen's voluntarismbecame an
importantreflection of women's "difference" in the political arena. Such organizationsas
the WCTU, the YWCA, white ethnic and black women's club movements, the social
settlements, and the trade union movement were all effective, broad-based forms of
women's activism, with explicitly political goals, many of which grew out of women's
so-called "domestic sphere." As Lebsock suggests, "feminists seem to have found partisan
politics frustratingand fundamentally unresponsive to the desires of voteless women.
'Parties,' as FrancesWillardonce said, 'are of no more value than so many tin cans.' "39
The implications of this perspective are potentially far-reaching.We have already seen
that many of the social welfare programsintroducedduring the Progressive Era were the
products of women's activism. What the studies of Baker and Lebsock, among others,
suggest is thatthe structuresof pluralistpolitics thathave come to be consideredso uniquely
American a phenomenonmay as well have been female creations. How is this so? In the
presuffrageperiod, "women's politics" was voluntarist, associational, and interest-grouporiented. With suffrage, women could start behaving politically "like men," that is, they
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could join and participatein political parties. But it was at this same time that American
politics more generally came to focus more on interest groups and less on parties. As
Lebsock summarizesBaker's findings, "women's politics became more like men's even as
men's politics became more like women's."410The implication here is that the pattern of
interest-group-basedpolitics, which became increasinglydominant in the post-Progressive
period, was, at least in part, a creation of early twentieth-centuryfemale activism. The
contributionsof Nancy Hewitt and Nancy Cott in the Tilly and Gurinvolume providefurther
supportfor these claims.
Finally, feminist critics are raising questions about gender expectationsand definitions of
citizenship, particularly the role of the family as an institution mediating women's
relationshipto the state. What does it mean for women's politics and public policy relatedto
women that women have been and continue to be defined politically by their familial
roles-that is, that, in Carole Pateman'sformulation,for example, women are incorporated
into the state not as citizens but as members of families?4' On the one hand, as we have
seen, feminist policy analystsare attemptingboth to open up definitionsof the family and to
challenge women's identificationwith the family in reviewing many public policy arenas,
from reproductive control to divorce to protective legislation (for example, Stoper,
Williams, and Huckle in Boneparthand Stoper; Nelson, Faue, Freeman, Jacob, Brill and
Klatch in Tilly and Gurin).42On the other hand, Carole Patemanand others returnus, in
new guise, to the questions Nelson raised about gender, poverty, and citizenship. As
Patemanhas argued, citizenship in western liberal democracies has come to be identified
with-or, more accuratelyto be viewed as a rewardfor-economic independence,a status
effectively limited to men. Women have been incorporatedprimarilyas dependents, either
of men or of the state. Now, welfare state programsand changing family structuresmay
offer the opportunityfor women to become politically autonomous,self-directedbeings. But
does this mean that women can be fully incorporatedinto the state only if they, too,
participatein what is essentially the "myth" of independencein liberal capitalism?43
Our liberal political heritage seems to provide us with few ways of talking about
relationships other than as ones of "independence"(which tends to be idealized as the
relationship of men to the state) or "dependence" (which tends to be idealized as the
relationshipsof women within the family). But all membersof a political community,males
and females, are mutuallyinterdependent.Such mutualinterdependenceis, of course, a sine
qua non of almost all social/political activism or movements for social change. Is it not
possible to transferthese perceptionsinto the realm of "everyday politics," to imagine or
begin to conceptualizeways of connecting women and men to one anotherand to the larger
political community which neither lock them into stereotypicalgender roles, rooted in a
male-headed, male-dominated definition of family, nor force them to act as isolated,
alienated monads? Can we allow people to be autonomous and self-directed and also not
isolated from one another?
These are particularlydifficult questions to ask, let alone to answer, in the highly
individualistic U.S. political context. But the question of new ways of conceptualizing
citizenship represents an extremely importanttheme running through much of the recent
literatureon women and public policy. In fact, the Gordonand the Tilly and Gurinvolumes,
in particular-in providing essays that focus on women's activism both outside "normal"
political channels and increasinglywithin them-offer importantresourcesfor this task. As
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feminist social historiansand social theoristsrecover the history of women's activism, they
have noted the ways thatactivism crosses boundariesof so-called public and privatespheres,
makes "political"thatwhich had been defined as "personal,"and vice versa. Whathas been
less obviously noticed, however, is that such activism also challenges notions of dependence
and independence.44Activists (whether men or women) rarely see themselves as either
isolated or autonomous. Activism itself often highlights interdependence,while simultaneously empowering participants. Such a model of political engagement and social
connection needs to find its way more directly into our analysis of citizenship and public
policy.
The more one pondersthe volumes under review here, the more one is convinced of the
need to develop a new basis for a social and political community that enables respect and
well-being for all its members. If these works do not yet provide us with a blueprintfor
achieving it, they offer importantclues to the direction we ought take and make clear the
importanceof the task.
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